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Inauguration of
Undergraduates
The 10th of February 2016 was a
special day for the new batch of
students enrolled for the academic
year 2014/2015 of the Information
Systems Degree Programme and
the Computer Science Degree
Programme of the UCSC.
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Message from Director

Inauguration of
Postgraduates

Prof. G.N.Wikramanayake
It is interesting to note the recommencement of the
Newsletter to identify some key events that took place
at UCSC. I sincerely hope that this will be continued on
a quarterly basis without any interruptions in a timely
manner. I congratulate all those who were involved in this
initiative.
During this period we were able to commence two new intakes for the undergraduates and for the
postgraduate students. We also initiated an industry forum to obtain their feedback on our degree
programmes. Work also commenced to organised the ICTer 2016 conference. Several laboratories and
lecture rooms were restructured to accommodate the new students. Building work on the auditorium
and lecture rooms continued successfully while the approval for the second phase was obtained from the
cabinet to relocate the administration divisions.
BIT produced the highest number of graduates during 2015 and to promote it further, an MOU was signed
between Dharmavahini and UCSC so that more recordings would be done and broadcast via their Dialog
channel and the web site. UCSC was also involved in assisting several government organizations in
improving their software and training their staff. We have already identified the orator to conduct the Prof.
V.K. Samaranayake oration for 2016. He also agreed to assist UCSC to improve its research and publications.
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Inauguration of the post graduate
programmes was held on 12th of
February 2016 at UCSC premises.
This year, 190 students registered
for 3 postgraduate programmes
including Master of Computer
Science (MCS),Master of
Information Technoligy (MIT) and
Master of Science in Information
Security (MIS)
Cont Page 7
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The inaugural meeting of the Industry Academia
Consultative Board of the University of Colombo
School of Computing was held on 11th February
2016 at the UCSC. This board serves the purpose of
developing constructive communication in order
to strengthen the academic-industry relationship.
Representatives of prominent industry bodies,
distinguished personnel from the industry,
representatives from the Alumni Association of
UCSC, and academics of UCSC are part of this board.

Registration of
Undergraduates
Every year, about 250 students are registered
to follow the undergraduate degrees offered
by UCSC. The registration of students for the
2014/2015 undergraduate intake was held on
the 1st of February 2016 at the mini auditorium
of UCSC from 9.00 AM to 4.00 PM. UCSC
undergraduate handbook and details of the
orientation programme were provided to students
on the same day. Currently, about 160 students are
registered to follow Bachelor of Computer Science
degree and about 90 students are registered for
Bachelor of Information Systems degree.

Some of the main objectives of the Board are to
improve the curriculum of the degree programmes
offered by UCSC, identify and recommend different
technical and soft skills for undergraduates,
recommend suitable resource persons for courses,
provide opportunity to establish links with student
communities, and improve industrial placement
programmes.
This board is expected to meet every 3-4 months
to discuss important matters related to the main
objectives and provide recommendations as and
when needed. The progress of these meetings will
be under the purview of the Academic Syndicate of
UCSC.

Inauguration of
Undergraduates
The Academic staff led by Mr. S. T. Nandasara and
Mr. Viraj Welgama together with the support of
the Administrative staff, had worked tirelessly to
organize the inauguration ceremony to welcome
the new batch of students.

On the 10th February the inauguration ceremony
took place at the NAT of UOC and was graced with
the presence of the Chief Guest, Vice Chancellor
of the University of Colombo, Prof. Lakshman
Dissanayake together with the invited speakers
Prof. J B Dissanayake, and Prof. Mahanama, Dean of
the Faculty of Science. The new batch of students
were officially welcomed to UCSC by the Director,
Prof. G N Wickramanyake. The Vice Chancellor
highlighted about the contribution made by UCSC
to the development of the nation and the region
under the guidance of Prof. Samaranayaka and
invited the new batch of students to carry on the
work of such great leaders who served the UOC
and the country.
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AWARDS
UCSC has affirmed the establishment in
the field of computer science research and
software engineering by winning Overall
Bronze Award and Gold Award under e-Health
category for Run Tropics: an active video gamebased virtual rehabilitation system for children
with brain injuries jointly done with Monash
University of Malaysia at the 17th National Best
Quality Software Awards 2015.
UCSC won three other Bronze medals under
tertiary (business) category for “Effective

Utilization of Nitrogen Fertilizer in Paddy
Cultivation”, tertiary (technology) category
for “Autogenous Diabetic Retinopathy Censor
for Ophthalmologists – ‘AKSHI’” and under
education & training category “K-8 Flight
Simulator” under “Education and Training”
(Collaboration with CRD Ministry of Defence).
UCSC won APITCA Merit Awards for
“Autogenous
Diabetic
Retinopathy
Censor for Ophthalmologists –‘AKSHI’” by
W.O.K.A.S. Wijesinghe. Sangeethaya.lk under

e-Entertainment & Games category and Run
Tropica under e-Health category were the
winners of Manathan Award. Automated
Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) for
Criminal Record under e-Governance category
was finalist at the same award ceremony.
TeamOpenIDs of UCSC consisting of P.A.
Ayantha
Randika,
Tharindu
Prabhath
Ranathunga and Milindu Sanoj Kumarage
became winners at the Information Security
Quiz 2015 organized by Sri Lanka CERT and
held on 22nd October 2015.

ICTer2016 main conference will take place
on 1st and 2nd September 2016 at Jetwing
Blue Hotel, Negombo. In addition to the
presentation of the selected papers, several
keynote addresses will be made by prominent
and leading personalities of International
repute including Professor Laurie Buys,
Queensland University of Technology, Australia
and Professor Jennifer Widom, Stanford
University, USA.

The conference will include several postconference workshops on 3rd September 2016
in areas of current interest in Information and
Communication Technology. Submissions are
open for full papers (6-8 pages) of completed
research, development or innovative projects
or abstracts (1 page) of ongoing research
work or innovative projects incomputing.
Refer http://www.icter.org/ICTer2016 for more
details.

ICTer 2016
International Conference on Advances in
ICT for Emerging Regions (ICTer) is annual
conference organized by the University of
Colombo School of Computing from 1998. It is
technically co-sponsored by IEEE Sri Lanka
Section and it provides an ideal platform to the
researchers and practitioners alike to showcase
research and development activities carried
out in Computer Science and Information
Communication Technology domains.
Proceedings of ICTer will be published in both
book form and on IEEE Xplore. Selected papers
will be invited for publication in the special
issue of ICTer Journal (journal.icter.org).
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FACILITIES FOR STUDENTS
In the past year many a number of activities have been carried out to
enhance the student lives at University of Colombo School of Computing.
Student facilities have been improved and developed in both academic and
extra-curricular perspectives.
To enhance the quality of academic facilities, number of laboratories have
been renovated with the intention of providing a much more appealing
learning environment. Namely the Laboratory A and B have been renovated
under this project with modern computers which are having improved
capabilities to facilitate student academic activities.
Furthermore to accommodate the increased number of students that UCSC
is currently recruiting, two new lecture halls have been established by
merging existing small scale lecture halls. New lecture halls are consist of
modern equipment and furniture to enhance the learning environment of
students. In addition to these developments, IRQUE laboratory also has been
modified as a lecture hall to facilitate UCSC students. Moreover to provide
more learning and studying opportunities to students, new student study
areas have been established with required equipment and furniture’s.
Other than the academic facility development, new furniture have been
added to the UCSC student canteen solving seating capacity problem
that students faced during last couple of months. Furthermore, currently
constructions are being carried out for an auditorium and lecture halls in the
new wing of the UCSC which will going to facilitate both undergraduate and
postgraduate students in the future.

Inter University Gaming Championship 2016
Sri Lanka Telecom along with University of Colombo
School of Computing (UCSC) brought you the SLT e-sports
Reid Cyber Wars 2.0 (RCW 2.0), the second chapter of the
ultimate inter state university gaming tournament held on
12th May 2016 from 08.00am onwards at UCSC premises.
SLT Reid Cyber Wars 2.0, was organized by the island’s
prestigious computing higher educational institute,
University of Colombo School of Computing and proudly
powered by Sri Lanka Telecom PLC. IEEE student Branch
of UCSC and Computer Society of University of Colombo
(CompSoc) were the Co-Hosts of the event, striving to
make it a huge success.
The event was a total success at the end of the day which
was mounted up with action and most preciously with the
most sought titles of the gaming world were awarded to
the righteous.

UCSC Board of
Management 2016
Standing Left to Right – Back Row: Dr.(Ms.)
P Kailasapathy, Mr. S T Nandasara, Mr. Ranil
Rajapaksha, Dr. D A S Athukorale, Mr. G K A
Dias, Dr. C I Keppitiyagama, Prof. Sumedha
Jayaneti.
Seating Left to Right – Front Row: Mr. Ruwan
Keragala, Mrs. D M A Harasgama, Prof. K P
Hewagamage, Prof. G N Wikramanayake, Mr.
M Dewasundara, Prof. K R R Mahanama,
Deshamanya M D D Pieris,
Absentees: Mr. K Kanag-Isvaran, Dr. Sanjiva
Weeravarana, Dr. T N K Zoysa, Mr. Mano
Sekaram.
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NEW AUDITORIUM FOR UCSC
whereas the seating capacity
of auditorium will be 350 with
a balcony.
UCSC has also planned to
reposition
its
computing
museum on the 1st floor.
Construction of the New
Auditorium Building Complex
started on 30th October 2014
and scheduled to finish it within
24 months contract period.

The UCSC New Auditorium Building Complex is
scheduled to be completed at the end of 2016. The
complex will include lecture halls, a reading room
and a multipurpose auditorium with a parking

The estimated cost of the
project is 250 million LKR. From
the entire cost, 150 million LKR
will be funded by Sri Lankan
government and the remaining
100 millions will be covered
by the generated income of
UCSC. This building complex
is designed with latest and
parking lot in ground floor, resulting towers reaching as high as 5 advanced facilities including
dual elevator control system, a
stories.
The lecture halls will be located on 1st and 2nd floors, while the central air condition system etc.
staff rooms will be on 3rd floor and the auditorium on 5th floor. The
building will include more than 30,000 square feet room space,

MSc Programme-2016
MCS
The MCS Program is designed for graduates with a
Computing degree who wish to acquire a research
focused postgraduate qualification in Computer
Science. This is a two year part time course of four
semesters.
One semester contains 15 weeks. Maximum
intake is 60. Candidate should have a Degree
in Computing from a recognized University or
any other academic or professional qualification
judged equivalent to a degree in Computing by
the Senate of the University of Colombo as entry
qualifications.There are 84 students enrolled in
the current academic year.
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MIT
The MIT Program is meant for people with no
previous academic computing experience and is
designed around candidates coming from a
wide range of academic backgrounds having a
basicdegree qualification. This is a two year part
time course of four semesters.
One semester contains 15 weeks. Candidate
should have a Degree from a recognized
University or any other academic or professional
qualification judged equivalent to a degree by
the Senate of the University of Colombo as entry
qualifications. There are 75 students enrolled to
the current academic year.

MIS
This Program is designed for graduates who wish
to acquire a postgraduate qualification in the area
of information security. This enhances a theory and
technical education in information security and
management. This is a two year part time course of
four semesters.
One semester contains 15 weeks. Candidate should
have a Degree from a recognized University or
any other academic or professional qualification
judged equivalent to a degree by the Senate of the
University of Colombo as entry qualifications. There
are 28 students enrolled to the current academic
year.
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Prof. V.K. Samaranayake Memorial Oration 2016
Late Professor Vidya Jyothi V. K. Samaranayake, renowned for his tremendous
service towards the development of Information and Communication
Technology in Sri Lanka, is considered as the “Father of Information
Technology” in Sri Lanka. Being the founder Director of the Institute of
Computer Technology and its successor the University of Colombo School
of Computing (UCSC), he actively involved in upgrading the quality of IT
education in Sri Lanka and played a major role in the development of IT.

In recognition of his distinguished service towards the nation, the UCSC
decided to organize a memorial oration. The first memorial oration was held
in 2008 on the topic “Tackling Climate Change and Sustainable Development
Problems Together”, which was delivered by the 2007 Nobel Co-Laureate
Prof. Mohan Munasinghe. Since then, it is an annual event of the UCSC.

Each and every oration was delivered by distinguished Sri Lankan
scientists, almost all of them are in the alumni of the University of
Colombo and most of them taught by Prof. V. K. Samaranayake.The
last memorial oration was held on 9th September 2015, at 4.00pm at
BMICH, Committee room A. It is the 8th memorial oration organized by
the UCSC. The oration that is titled as “The Quality of Education Issues
of Technological Change and the Responsibilities of the Universities”, was
delivered by Deshamanya Dharmasiri Pieris, an illustrious retired civil
servant. He is a Graduate of the University of Ceylon (Peradeniya), Fellow
of the Chartered Management Institute, UK, and has been conferred
the Degree of Doctor of Letters (Honoris Causa) by the University of
Colombo and the title of Honorary Senior Fellow by the Postgraduate
Institute of Medicine. A number of prominent guests attended the 8th
memorial oration making the event a success. Prof. L. Dissanayake
(Vice Chancellor, University of Colombo), Prof. G. N. Wikramanayake
Director, UCSC), Prof. K. P. Hewagamage (Deputy Director, UCSC) and Dr.
A. R. Weerasinghe (Senior Lecturer, UCSC) also addressed the event.
Memorial oration 2016 is planing to held on 5th July 2016 at the Auditorium
of postgraduate studies ,University of Colombo.Orater for this event will
be Prof. Saman Halgamuge from the University of Melbourne, Australia.

RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS
UCSC has built a research culture by establishing research groups, projects
and environment favorable for research activities. With the intervention of
HETC, UCSC is presently engaged in commercialization of research.
Further UCSC is involved in research activities in co-operation with various
international and local organizations. These research activities are performed
as research groups and projects. Each research group is assigned to a certain
culture and strategy in that area.

The UCSC annually conducts the International Conference on Advances
in ICT for Emerging Regions (ICTer) which is beneficial for the seminal
International Information Technology Conference (IITC) held in Sri Lanka.
And also UCSC holds the annual Research Symposium to encourage the
undergraduates of final year to research and to enhance their research and
development culture.

Some of research areas in which UCSC is involved are Information Retrieval
and Data Mining, Distributed Systems etc. UCSC offers some MPhil/PhD
research degrees. Candidates can select the research areas/groups of UCSC
according to their interests.
Most of the research results are published in local and international
conferences and are attended by the consistently. In the previous year(2015)
over seventy publications has been made in reputed conferences like IEEE
MASS, IMCIC(USA), ISSNIP and journals like ASRJETS(USA) and EJCSIT.
Those researches have been conducted in various domains such as Sri
Lankan agriculture, Surgery Simulation, Wireless Sensing, Language
processing, Audio and music monitoring, Forensic science etc.
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BIT is a degree programme with a duration of
three years, introduced in the year 2000, in order
to develop the human resources in Information &
Communication Technology (ICT). It is a Nationally
& Internationally recognized ICT qualification
with flexible study options with Diploma and
Higher Diploma level exit points after year 1 and
year 2 respectively. This programme consists
of e-learning support through a Learning
Management System (LMS) and a web portal for
on-line access to study material. These facilities
together with the recommended reference
materials provide sufficient support for self-study.
However, there are leading private institutes that
provide training through regional branches. The
curriculum of the BIT degree program is aligned
with the internationally recognized curriculum
based on the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM).
The program is conducted semester wise and the

BIT
evaluation is through continuous assessments
through the LMS and semester examinations at
two occasions during a year. A person with three
passes in the Advanced Level (A/L) examination,
FIT (Foundation in Information Technology)
conducted by UCSC or any other academic/
professional qualifications deemed equivalent to
above and with Credit passes for Ordinary Level
(O/L) examination for Mathematics and English
could apply for the programme.
BIT boasts of over 6000 Diploma holders, over 3000
Higher Diploma holders and over 1500 Degree
holders so far. The UCSC conducts examinations
leading to the first External IT Degree in Sri Lanka
and the prestigious University of Colombo awards
the degree. The External Degree Center (EDC) of
the UCSC conducts the BIT degree program. It is
located at No. 17, Swarna Road, Colombo 06

and can be contacted via edc@ucsc.cmb.ac.lk or
http://www.bit.lk/ web site.

bit office opeing phto

New BIT Oice Openning

Video Lessons
Since UCSC conducts exams for the BIT degree
programme, it would be highly beneficial for the
students to learn about the expectations of each
and every course in a given semester before the
exams. However, it is very difficult to conduct faceto-face workshops or seminars for this purpose
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because the number of students registered for
each year is very high (>1500). Therefore, UCSC
decided to conduct video recording workshops
for each subject of these semesters under the
HETC (UDG-EDP) project. The sessions were
conducted by one or two resource persons per

one subject explaining the syllabus and some
difficult concepts while reviewing several past
paper questions. The final videos were published
in the web and BIT VLE.
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“The aim of education is the knowledge, not of facts but of values”. As the above
quote says it’s not only the facts we learn that matter but the values we gain
through the education. As the students of University of Colombo School of
Computing we involve in many activities with an obligation to share that value
among the community of Sri Lanka.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

The live radio program,“Internet Sampath Bawithaya” is one of the main
programs which is broadcasted on every Wednesday 9 am to 10 am on SLBC
Swadeshiya Sewaya.This program was initiated in the year of 1997. Since then it Undergraduates of UCSC shared their experience and knowledge with
has been a very successful project and at the same time it is a great community respect to 3 units regarding Basic IT (For the grade 6-9), Programming with
service which facilitate the outside community with IT knowledge.
changes in the O/L ICT syllabus (For Ordinary Level) and problems related
to the Advanced level ICT stream (For Advanced Level). On 21st of January,
two more sessions were held for students of Punewa Central College and
Sangilikanadarawa Central College. A session to acknowledge how we can
use new technologies effectively in learning and a career guidance program
was conducted.

.A series of workshops and sessions based on ICT education were organized
by the senior staff, Network Operating Center and the undergraduates of
University of Colombo School of Computing. Under the series of workshops and
sessions, a seminar was held on 4th of November 2015 at Siddhartha College
in Weligama in order to enhance the IT knowledge of Ordinary Level students,
Advanced Level students and Teachers

A session to acknowledge how we can use new technologies effectively
in learning and a career guidance program was conducted. It is not just
academic related activities that we are involved in, but also we are engaged in
special events such as “Vidu nethata dam sisila” which was specially organized
for the 1st year students of UCSC, was held on 30th of March 2016 at UCSC
premises. It was organized by the Buddhists’ Society of University of Colombo
and University of Colombo School of Computing.

Another set of workshops were held in Anuradhapura for two consecutive days.
The main event was held on 20th January 2016 at Maithreepala Senanayake
Central College in Medawachchiya with a live radio program in collaboration
with Sri Lanka Broadcasting Cooperation.

“Life is not a filled container, it should be filled by ourselves”. As the students
of University of Colombo School of Computing, we learn, We Achieve, We
Share by serving the nation.
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